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Rachel's grandmother had died leaving a one million dollar inheritance to each of her

granddaughters. Attached to the will is one small condition: Rachel must live in her grandmother's

home with her husband for one year in order for both women to receive their inheritance. With her

sister's little boy in dire need of an expensive heart operation, Rachel decides to find a husband

quickly in order to get the money and save the little boy's life. Scott, a high school acquaintance and

owner of a successful gas station, decides to step up to the plate and marry herâ€”with his own

condition: he wants half the money to build a house for the real love of his life, Justine. Can Rachel

and Scott live in a false marriage yet act like newlyweds without falling in love? Can they have a real

marriage without strings attached?
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I always read every book I get. Reading this book was one of the hardest things I have ever

done.The story is so disjointed I had to keep going back to see if I had missed some pages.Sorry I

purchased this book.

I have never read any of Amanda Harte's books before and did enjoy this one. I would call it a



"beach read" but sometimes those are a nice break from the heavy reads. The story & the

characters were interesting and kept me reading. I would try another one of her books and would

recommend this book.

Rachel and her sister inherit a million dollars each from their grandmother...the only catch is she

had to live in grandma's house for a year with a husband, she doesn't have. I was absolutely

charmed by both the story line and the characters, which all pulled and tugged on your heartstrings.

Ms. Harte did an amazing job in plotting this emotional story about a small town and families who

had many things to settle from their early childhoods. The love story is intense. I highly recommend

this sleeper of a book that I am sure has no where received the acclaim it deserves. A not to be

missed book that will be remembered for a long time. A definite keeper. Kudos to Ms. Harte for a job

well done.

Strings Attached was a very enjoyable book to read. It was a pleasant romance with a few twists

and I liked it very much.I would recommend it to anyone who likes reading fun romances. Lucy

Young

Story was ok, but editing was terrible. No new chapter for change of venue, sometimes next

sentence on same line was a change of character & location, even a change in time.Freeze - even

send ME a story, I'll edit it.

Marriage based on a money agreement has little chance of survival. Living with another person

based on that money agreement is difficult and tense. The two people in this story discover a

deeper reason to be together,a marriage based o mutual love. Enjoyable reading.

This is a modern romance book. This book has many episodes of what happens in the lives of the

principal characters, which adds greatly to the interest of the reader. It is complete with a surprise

ending.

I started this novel while in the process of moving. and wanted a very short but good read. and it

turns out it was a great one amanda harte did a great job with her characters and as a guy it tugged

at my heart strings. so to all those people who don't believe in love please read this novel in full .well

done
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